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Abstract. There exist several types of generative systems which produce some artistic output not necessarily considered to be creative. However, the processes they follow can, in principle, be combined between them, possibly obtaining a creative product. Although nowadays giving a general description of how such systems must be implemented is far from being possible, this paper presents a framework for putting together generative systems in such a way that the output can be creative. The paper shows preliminary ideas and discusses the main conclusions obtained from them.
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1 Introduction

Building generative systems which are not creative for artistic production is not difficult. For instance, rule based systems controlling a story generation program can be easy implemented, but, probably, the output will not be as creative as needed for that program to be considered really useful in general. The same ideas apply for any other generative system (like automatic camera direction).

However, complex creative objects, like movies, are composed of many heterogeneous systems, and for these systems to be considered creative, it is not necessary that every part of the creation follows a creative process.

Given these characteristics, to study how different processes are connected in a full complex system becomes interesting and useful in the field of the Computational Creativity, where computers have to follow models of creativity in order to obtain new objects that would be deemed as creative if found in humans [1]. This knowledge would allow us to put several heterogeneous systems together, bringing new possibilities in the productions of such systems.
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However, obviously it is extremely difficult to give a general description of how to put generative systems together. In fact, the authors are not sure if such description exist; probably it is not possible to define a general way of combining them. Basically, what we can do by now is to look for ad-hoc solutions, trying to figure out what functions are to be solved, and trying to give a valid solution to them. Or, at least, a valid solution for the domain or the particular application that is being developed.

In this paper a case-study of a framework for one of these systems is presented, showing how an application that creates 3D short stories, using four different systems could be created: an automatic story teller, and module that adapts stories to given cinematographic schemas, an automatic camera positioning system, and a camera motion director, as depicted in Figure 1. The focus of this particular research has not been put on the systems separately, but on the nexus between the four, to study how to put several heterogeneous systems together in order to obtain a creative scene from these not necessarily creative systems.

This study is oriented to the definition of a system for creating 3D movies called Spiel, which will try to implement all these ideas in order to get a working creative system.

![Diagram of Spiel's modules](image)

**Fig. 1. Spiel’s modules.**

## 2 Previous Work

Computational Creativity tries to study processes related to human creative production, and is heavily influenced by Boden’s work [2, 3]. The main issue about how to build creative systems is that *creativity* is not precisely defined [4]. However, building systems that could be considered creative is still possible and interesting.
There are several approaches to heterogeneous systems for cinematographic creation, but most of them are not focused on Computational Creativity. We can cite, however, some creative automatic systems from which several ideas have been taken to carry out the development of Spiel.

Christianson et al. [5] use film idioms to adapt cinematographic techniques for portraying 3D animations. They formalise film idioms with their Declarative Camera Control Language (DCCL). As input the camera system uses an animation trace representing the action that has already occurred and a number of sequences indicating which actor to film over each time. The system presented in [6], The Virtual Cinematographer, is a camera control system for a real-time virtual party that also use the concept of film idioms. The input is obtained directly from the state of the environment to choose the best idiom according to the actions. Each idiom is implemented as a finite state machine that describes the cinematographic techniques, which cover the current situation.

In the same line, the work presented in [7] shows a real-time system for interactive narration in virtual worlds. In [8] a similar approach is explained in a real-time computer game system. All this research is not focused on the creative processes involving the creation and visualization of a story, or in how the nexus between these components can enrich the interaction with humans.

Charles et al. [9] propose a system that combines an interactive storytelling system with an automatic camera system based on cinematographic techniques, which decides the correct idiom covering the actions of the characters, giving different weights according to the relevance in the situation.

Storytelling follows, however, a different research tradition. Creativity has been studied in several storytelling systems (MEXICA [10] or Minstrel [11]). Results from those programs have been very influential on the development of Computational Creativity. They try, in general, to follow psychological models of human creativity, trying to apply a computational model of them to the generation of stories. But there also are other systems, (like TalesSpin [12], Fabulist [13] or Universe [14]), which, even creating good stories, are not focused on creative processes.

Next sections explain how this can be done: even without using creative systems, it is possible to build a creative object, by the interaction of the generative programs.

3 A Framework for Building Artistic Objects from Heterogeneous Modules

With all these ideas, a framework which tries to study how to automatically create a complex artistic object, like a 3D movie, from not necessarily creative systems could be possible, and an instantiation of this framework (Spiel), are presented. This section explains in detail how the global system carries out the task of making several different heterogeneous systems work together. First an overview of the system, explaining the algorithm, is given, then some important details of the modules which instantiate the framework are explained.
3.1 How the Framework Works

The framework for creating artistic objects (mainly focused on movies) from heterogeneous modules is not a story generator, nor a camera direction system: it is a software whose application is focused on using several systems together, to create new information which the modules themselves could not create.

It is really difficult to design a system capable of carrying out this task for every possible set of systems. It would be necessary to define a language which every module should speak in order to intercommunicate those modules between them and with the main system. Also, functions for deciding operations like “when to apply each module” or “which operation must be done” should be defined in such a way that they would cover all possible types of modules, by giving a general description of those functions, or by covering all cases.

Although this is, in principle, possible, we are far from being capable of creating such a system. Instead, the logical approaches should follow a kind of ad-hoc solutions, trying to gather all possible information in order to gaining knowledge and experience for, some day, being able to develop a general system.

SPIEL, the framework’s instantiation, is one of such ad-hoc systems. However, it is not only intended to cover a specific case, but it is fully focused on creating a “growing” nucleus, able to use, in the near future, different types of modules (stories, voice, 3D environments, plain text...). Basically, the framework’s algorithm follows the schema shown in Algorithm 1. It is a very simplistic approach to an opportunist architecture. Several modules are present in the system, and the object which is going to be generated (a movie in the SPIEL instantiation), is being created step by step, by the sequential operation of the modules.

For directing what must be generated, modules are initialized with data guiding the generation. For instance, a story generation module should be initialized with constraints about what is to be created (a love story, perhaps).

What this algorithm is doing is explained in the list below. The algorithm is executed with a list of modules which implement the functions validity, appropriate, new-solution and apply-solution (what these functions are is explained), and it is assumed that the system’s status is the partially built movie:

- **Lines 1-4.** The object which is going to be generated is initialized \( s_0 \), and, running the validity function, each module yields a pair of values: the value for \( moduleEvaluation \) is a real number in the interval \([0..1]\), which is a measure of what the module thinks of the partial creation of the system (the partially generated movie). 0 means the module “thinks” the partial object is completely wrong, and 1 means that the partial object is valid enough to be the solution. This value is computed by each module in a different way, and considering different aspects of the generated object. The \( moduleProblem \) value is a description of what the module considers to be wrong. This description is dependent on the particular instantiation of the system. The different incomplete parts of the partial object are defined in these steps.

- **Line 5.** After the system has computed every \( \langle moduleEvaluation, moduleProblem \rangle \) pair of each module by calling its validity function, the framework applies
Algorithm 1 Using several modules in the framework for creating a single object

1: $s_0 \leftarrow \text{initial object}$
2: for all module$_i$ in modulelist do
3: $\langle \text{moduleEvaluation}_i, \text{moduleProblem}_i \rangle \leftarrow \text{module}_i.$validity($s_0$)
4: end for
5: $\langle \text{evaluation, problem} \rangle \leftarrow \text{select the most important pair from the set of pairs}$
6: $\langle \text{moduleEvaluation}_n, \text{moduleProblem}_n \rangle$
7: while evaluation $\neq$ valid do
8: for all module$_i$ in modulelist do
9: moduleAppropriate$_n$ $\leftarrow$ module$_i.$appropriate(problem)
10: end for
11: chosen $\leftarrow$ module with $\text{max}(\text{moduleAppropriate}_n)$, or none if no module is appropriate
12: if it has been possible to find a chosen module then
13: apply chosen.$\text{newSolution}()$ to $s_j$
14: if $s_j$ has new information then
15: for all othermodule in modulelist do
16: othermodule$_i.$applySolution($s_j$)
17: end for
18: for all module$_i$ in modulelist do
19: $\langle \text{moduleEvaluation}_i, \text{moduleProblem}_i \rangle \leftarrow \text{module}_i.$validity($s_{j+1}$)
20: end for
21: $\langle \text{evaluation, problem} \rangle \leftarrow \text{select the most important pair from the set of}$
22: $\langle \text{moduleEvaluation}_n, \text{moduleProblem}_n \rangle$
23: else
24: discard the currently chosen module, and choose a different one in the next iteration
25: end if
26: else
27: exit program
28: end if
29: end while
a function, which can be defined in many ways, which returns the global system \((\text{evaluation}, \text{problem})\) pair. This function could return the problem from the module with the lowest \(\text{moduleEvaluation}\) value (which would be the pair with the “hardest” problem). Or it could return the mean value from the \(\text{moduleEvaluation}\) values of each module, and then a problem randomly chosen from the different modules. A discussion about some possible approaches is presented in Section 4. After this step, the problem (the incomplete part) which has to be solved is defined.

– **Line 6.** The system then checks whether the \(\text{evaluation}\) value is good enough to be considered valid. There are several possible ways of computing this boolean expression. Possibly, the most straightforward one is to check that the real value of \(\text{evaluation}\) is over a given threshold. This line guides a loop which will end once the object is created, or when it is considered impossible to create an object with the requisite from the user.

– **Lines 7-10.** Once we have the \text{problem} which has to be solved, each module runs its \text{appropriate} function. This function returns a real number in the interval \([0..1]\), 0 meaning that it will not be able to solve a particular \text{problem} object, and 1 meaning it can perfectly solve the problem. Obviously, it is difficult to know whether a module can solve a problem before trying to solve it. What the \text{appropriate} function returns is a “possibility” value \((\text{moduleAppropriate})\). For instance, if the \text{problem} object returned by the computation of the \text{validity} function stores information about missing information of a story, a story generation module will return a higher value for the \text{appropriate} function than a module managing camera motion. However, even selecting a particular module, nothing ensures that it will be able of really solving the issues present in the \text{problem} object.

After gathering all possible values for \text{appropriate} from each module, it is necessary to decide which module will be chosen. Initially it could be a good option to choose the module with higher \text{appropriate} value, but this value is only an approximation, and it can lead to local-minimum. That is why the framework adds random noise, and chooses, in some iterations (the frequency of this noise can be parametrized), a module which is not the one with highest \text{appropriate} value. Section 4 discusses the benefits of this approach from the creativity point of view.

If no module can be chosen (for instance, every module returns 0 as the value of the \text{appropriate} function), the system exits with a failure value: It has not been possible to create an object with the initial constraints.

– **Lines 11-12.** If it has been possible to find an appropriate \((\text{chosen})\), module, this chosen module applies its internal processes (what the module is really created for: a story, a new camera layout...), and generates a new object \(s_j\) applying its \text{new-solution} function (which returns partial information which completes the story: in SPIEL, a new set of facts for the story, for instance). If the \text{new-solution} function is not able to return a value, the algorithm will try to choose a different module. If no other module is \text{appropriate} (as explained in the previous list item), the generation fails.
Lines 13-16. If the partial object \(s_j\) has been updated, the \texttt{apply-solution} function is called in each module. This function receives the description of the \textit{solution} object just created by the chosen \textit{module}, and updates the description of the partial whole object. For instance, if the chosen \textit{module} was the story generator module, and it created three new facts for the story (which is only a part of the movie), the camera direction module would receive those three facts, and would update its information about the story. Obviously, this function assumes that every module knows how to apply information from other modules. So, although they can be heterogeneous, they can not be totally independent of each other.

Lines 17-20. Finally the system checks again for the validity of the new partial object \(s_{j+1}\).

The overall benefits of the approach followed in this algorithm are discussed in Section 4. Section 3.2 explains in detail how the previously commented functions are really instantiation.

3.2 Spiel: An Instantiation for Creating Movies

As it has been said before, four independent modules have been designed to instantiate this framework. They have been designed for interoperability. The next list details information about them, focusing on the instantiation of previously defined four functions for interacting with SPIEL, and, therefore, between them. These modules are not creative by any means, however, we want to discuss whether the output from these not necessarily creative modules can be creative or not.

The \textit{story generation module} outputs a list of first order logic-like predicates in this form\(^1\): \texttt{character(aragorn), go(aragorn, forest)}. For instantiating the \texttt{validity} function, it accepts a story as valid if it is coherent with the user input (using hand-made logic rules). For example, if the user input is \texttt{kill(aragorn, sauron)}, and the resulting story-state is just \texttt{character(aragorn), go(sauron, mordor)}, the story will be considered to be non-valid.

The \texttt{new-solution} function returns, taking into account the current state of generation (the partial story, and the partial camera layout), a new story with logic facts.

The \texttt{appropriate} function returns a valid value if the module can find, in its facts database, the set of facts necessary for completing the story, given the current problem. Finally, \texttt{apply-solution} updates module’s state if the solution is a new story, and if the solution is a new camera location, it performs a mapping between the camera state and a set of “emotional facts” \((\texttt{emotion(love, intense)})\) in the story to create a new “emotional” state.

\(^1\) We are working in The Lord Of The Rings domain.
The script writing module adapts stories to typical story scripts. If, for example, a romantic scene is lacking the final kiss, this module adds that information to the set of facts (which has the same format as the previous module's output). The instantiation for the four functions follows approximately the same behaviour that for the story creating system (the rules vary, but the semantic is the same), but for the appropriate function: it computes this value by computing the distance between the script schema and the generated story. The less the distance (without being equal), the more appropriate the application of this module. That is, if there is only one different fact between the story and the schema, this module can solve the problem.

The camera positioning module abstracts the cinematographic knowledge in order to determine which position and orientation, for a specific action or event in a story, are the most suitable, and it generates a new camera layout, creating a structure according to the story compose of scenes and sequences and the appropriate camera configuration for each sequence. It calculates the validity function output by computing a specificity value: whether the story shows a clear emotion within a predefined set, or match with one of the sequence predefined in the module, or the sequence of the scene don’t lie in a cycle of camera configuration. It considers itself to be appropriate or not depending on how specific (as defined before) the partial story is: The higher the specificity, the higher the appropriate value. Finally, apply-solution updates module's state to generate a new structure with their appropriate camera configuration, if one solution is proposed by other modules. As a new-solution this module propose new information like a movement for some character, or an emotional intensity for a sequence, or to introduce a new kind of predefined sequence in the story. With this information the new state of the modules will be update and checked again for correctness.

The camera motion module works in the same way that the camera positioning module does. However, the output is composed of camera movements (track, pan, tilt) instead of positions.

4 Discussion

The framework and SPIEL are not creative systems (the main algorithm is quite simple): the processes they run are rule based, without any creative idea. What the framework does is to handle, in a kind of opportunist and distributed way, different heterogeneous processes. What we want to discuss, basing on the main conclusions we have obtained during the development of the framework and its instantiation, is whether a creative object can be obtained by applying this kind of processes (trying to combine several generative systems), how can creativity emerge.

Although there are different computational systems focused on generating creative objects (like stories), and whole systems for creating 3D movies (or parts of them), there is not much focus on whole systems trying to generate
creative 3D movies. Of course, SPIEL is far from being able of such a creation, and this paper just shows the first steps towards this ambitious objective. The main point of this text is to discuss whether this is possible, and what processes could lead to creativity.

The main point we can argue is that this kind of frameworks can lead to results which would not be the output of a sequential system (that is, creating a story, and, after that, creating a camera layout). Modules provide feedback for other modules, which should, in principle, lead to more “enriched” results.

For this to be possible, it is important to create a good definition for choosing which module to apply and a the evaluation functions for the system. If these functions are just focused on choosing which module returns the highest values, probably the output of the system will not be much better. However, the study of how collaborative decision for these functions can lead to emergent creativity is interesting.

For instance, if the result of the global evaluation value (as defined in Section 3.1) is computed taking into account every module’s result (perhaps computing the mean value), the heterogeneous systems collaborate, and the global system gets enriched by this process, in the sense that a new evaluation function emerges, and this function is different, and not previously designed by the module creator (although obviously it is previously conceived by the framework’s operation).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

A framework for creating compound creative systems, has been presented, and an instantiation for it, SPIEL. It is fully focused on how independent systems can work together to build a complex creative object. The main conclusion is whether, even having obtained new data from the use of this system, these new data can be considered creative, or just a product of feeding modules with additional data.

Next versions of the framework and SPIEL will focus on creating more modules, trying to build a real 3D creation system. It is planned to create modules not dependent on the framework (and adding a wrapper for it). Letting the system follow a state-space search, like a backtracking (trying many different possible options in each iteration), would improve the system output.

Also, the greedy approach is only intended to show the preliminary possibilities of such a system, but a blackboard architecture, or a backtracking state space search could be interesting for this purpose, letting the modules communicate in a more powerful way.
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